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NEW RELEASES NO. 7 – 2021 
             
Samba Toure: Binga 
GBCD 110 / € 10,45 / 4030433611029 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

The legendary Malian singer/guitarist returns with his most personal and immersive album to date. Intimately 
recorded with a small band, 'Binga' dives deep into Samba's Songhoy roots. During the 15th and 16th 
centuries the Songhoy people ruled the largest empire in Africa. It stretched across the entire western Sahel, 
famed for the glory that was Timbuktu, the city of gold, known across the world as a centre of culture and 
learning. Binga is the region that encompasses the vast space below the Saharan desert in Mali. This is 
where guitarist and singer Samba Toure grew up. Moody Sahelian atmospheres. Listen. 

             
Julie & Andreas: Ene Sildring 
PSYACD 2103 / € 8,95 / 7041880999681 / label: Psympha Records / format: CD / Norway – Mod. Class. 
PSYAVI 2103 / € 12,95 / 7041880999698 / label: Psympha Records / format: LP / Norway – Mod. Class. 

Classically trained virtuosos, this brother and sister have always wanted to play music together. Julie plays 
the harp, BUT Andreas plays the bandoneon. Harp with bandoneon?! They did it anyway! …and the result is 
truly...breathtaking. Through this uncommon mix of instruments, combining the gritty heritage of the 
bandoneon with the majesty and elegance of the harp, a profound musical tension is created. This unique 
energy sparks and illuminates them as uncommonly beautiful in their innovative musical drift between folk, 
tango and classical styles. Release 'ENE Sildring' is the first part of an ambitious 3 album series. Listen. 
             
Various: Music From All Corners Of The World 
CAP 22071 / € 18,50 / 7391782220711 / label: Caprice Records / format: 2CD / Various – Popular 

A sizzling mosaic of music from sixteen countries and five continents. Music that you never knew of, melodies 
that have survived for centuries and songs created just the other day. Blues from the Mekong Delta and 
tropical verses from the streets of Kampala, funeral tunes and love songs – an enormous variety! Percussion 
intertwining with lutes and flutes. Let an amadinda, a cinh-k’naar or a kaval enthral you, listen to great singers 
and instrumental virtuosos! These recordings were made on site but are neither traditional field recordings, 
nor regular studio products. ”We recorded authentic music, the kind that can be of interest to listeners the 
world over”, to quote Sten Sandahl, one of the producers who contributed to the series Music from….  
             
Gianmaria Testa: Extra-Muros (NEW EDITION) 
INC 304 / € 9,95 / 8058333578965 / label: Incipit / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

Extra-Muros is the second album of Gianmaria Testa's career. It was first released in 1996. Having become 
almost unobtainable over time, the CD is now finally available in a new, entirely remastered version (a new 
sound that enhances the arrangements, more depth in the voice) and with new graphics. Amidst pulsating 
jazz rhythms, bursts of fanfare, piano solos and sudden silences, Gianmaria Testa once again renews that 
sincerity and that elegant, measured way of recounting melancholy, light and pain that are his true strength. 
A further confirmation of his great talent. Listen to a track. 

             
Livio Minafra & Eugenia Cherkazova: Roun Trip Apulia Balkans 
INC 296 / 9,95 / 8058333578231 / label: Incipit / format: CD / Italy – Balkan 

From Italy to the Balkans. On this journey, the Italian pianist Livio Minafra and the Greek-Ukrainian 
accordionist Eugenia Cherkazova, who is teaching her instrument at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Kiev, 
meet. Their music is lively, intense, deep and festive. It is a kind of improvised chamber music; Livio Minafra's 
compositions and arrangements touch on tarantella, the folk music of Italy and the Balkans, and jazz. The 
recordings are the result of three Apulian festivals: Wanda Landowska Festival 2018, Euterpe Festival 2018 
and Talos Festival 2019. So have a good listen and a good trip!  

             
Gabriele Mirabassi & Simone Zanchini: Il Gatto E La Volpe 
SCA 183 / € 11,45 / 8015948001837 / label: Egea Records / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

First recording by the duo Gabriele Mirabassi and Simone Zanchini. An amusing, brilliant album, full of a 
thousand musical ideas and colours. Eight tracks, most of them written by the performers themselves, where 
the compelling dialogue between the two instruments, alternating atmospheres with a popular flavour and 
others with a cultured flavour, reaches peaks of pure lyricism. Gabriele and Simone are a true duo: absolute 
mastery of their instruments, strong individual imprint, inexhaustible personal creativity, but great 
understanding and a sense of general balance.  

https://youtu.be/1hJViOTtFZQ
https://youtu.be/B6RC965j160
https://youtu.be/Q-Aoghy-WxQ
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Christopher Andersson Bang: Segervittring 
BRK 39 / € 12,45 / 7320470250020 / label: Barrackas Records / format: LP / Sweden – Folk 

After several years out on the roads with countless live performances in the back, Christopher has acquired a 
strong stage presence, which is clearly visible during his performances. Already in 2005, Christopher 
released his first full-length album based on interviews of old inmates, with the common point of contact that 
they all sat on Gavle's old institution, popularly also called "Hotel Hamilton." Now he released his new album 
'Segervittring', it has been an extraordinary journey with a postponed release not just once but three times! 
The tour and the release party will have to wait until the circumstances allow it again. Listen to a track. 

             
Erdofu Nepi Kamarazenekar: Erdofu Nepi Kamarazenekar 
FA 4562 / € 11,95 / 5998048545629 / label: Fono / format: CD / Hungary – Folk 

Erdofu Nepi Kamarazenekar is a melting pot of musicians and bands from the forefront of Hungary’s folk and 
world music scene. Their name comes from the archetypal folk music tale about a shepherd who lost his 
sheep and searches for them in the forest’s grasses and clearings (erdőfű = forest grass, forest clearing). 
The band presents string music traditions of Hungarians and other ethnic groups of the villages in the 
Carpathian Basin. As the original agricultural-farming social structures of the villages disintegrate, the group 
choses the task of transferring this rich and colorful music culture into the modern urban environment. Listen. 
             
Viktor Toth Arura Trio: Have No Fear 
FA 4632 / € 11,95 / 5998048546329 / label: Fono / format: CD / Hungary – Jazz 

Viktor Toth’s newest record sends a positive message to listeners: persevere, have hope, immerse yourself 
in the meaning of the soul. The composer and musicians offer this record as a continuation of their successful 
record 'The Present' from 2015. The two records are a sort of yin-yang embrace of the various resonations of 
mood that traverse the spirit in everyday human life. After 'The Present's' lullabye/hymn of thanks 
atmosphere, 'Have No Fear' approaches the bright unity of relief and stillness with more commotion. On this 
record we hear contemporary jazz woven of outstanding improvisation born of the moment. Listen to a track. 

             
Luc Le Masne: Orchestral Works (release April 16

 th
, 2021) 

BUDA 860349 / €18,95 / 3341348693490 / label: Buda Musique / format: 3CD / France – Jazz 

Luc Le Masne was born in Paris in 1950 into a family of musicians: his parents, both singers, introduced him 
at an early age to piano and singing. Moving progressively from improvisation towards composition, he soon 
started composing his own work, and he hasn’t stopped since. Luc Le Masne is said to defy categorisation. 
His talent shines through in jazz, as it does in symphonic compositions and music for opera, ballet, oratorios, 
theatre and film scores. Today, like a painter who sets aside his brushes and palette to cut back to the purity 
of a simple pencil, Luc Le Masne has dedicated himself to writing melodies.  
             
Santi Debriano: Flash Of The Spirit 
TRRC 54 / € 11,45 / 0609311393827 / label: Truth Revolution Rec. Collective / format: CD / USA – Jazz 

'Flash Of The Spirit' is the dynamic new album from renowned bassist, guitarist, and composer Santi 
Debriano. As an  ethnomusicology graduate at Wesleyan Universaty Debriano read Robert Farris 
Thompson's 'Flas Of The Spirit'. For Debriano, Thompsons book provoked a revolutionary question: To what 
extent have African traditions and customs been retained by contemporary Black cultures throughout the 
America's? This record is exactly how a musician like Debriano reconciles the dilemma of feeling tied to 
several worlds and artistic traditions at once. Because it shows everyone in all of those communities - from 
Brooklyn to his place of residence, Staten Island, to the Black communities of Panama - Debriano's essence; 
it is the flash of his spirit.  

             
Giuseppe Urso: Nake 
C 339 / € 9,45 / 0746160911762 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

The music of ‘Nake’ resounds with many stylistically influences, blended in a natural synthesis, whereby the 
ostentation of mannerisms and cliches is abandoned in favor of an intellectual honesty making it fluent and 
elegant at the same time. In particular, the variety of harmonies and meters employed with a careful use of 
dynamics does not betray the trio’s classical academic studies. They generate atmospheres which are 
rarefied and intense at the same time, while respecting a basic organicity throughout the leader’s various 
compositions – as happens to the very particular interpretations of Newman or of the Tears For Fears, 
without forgetting Glass. Listen to a track.  
             
Hirpus Trio: Tic Tac – The Tree Of Time 
C 345 / € 9,45 / 0746160911779 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

'Tic tac' ('ticktock') – like the tolls of time in an ancient language. A time spent listening to a sound, repeating 
itself always the same, as a magic spell in preparation for dreaming. Each toll created the ground over which 
this project would later find roots, making the tree of time sprout. It does not retrace memory, but appropriates 
the experience of each one of the musicians and intertwines it like branches standing out in the sky of a thick 
forest – which is our present. The union of the three musicians has given shape to a repertoire with authentic 
sounds, recognizable both in the original compositions and in the revisited pieces and free improvisations. 
The project represents a mixture of sound streams that guides the listener to embark on an evocative 
auditory journey. Listen. 

 

https://youtu.be/G11RtMnFudI
https://youtu.be/5eU6ViiV-3E
https://youtu.be/RSVpnbWEVT0
https://youtu.be/RpOItTC4G2w
https://youtu.be/r8DHzPavVds
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Elifantree: Hachi 
ECD 2021133 / € 14,45 / 1950810530978 / label: Eclipse Music / format: 2CD / Finland – Fusion 
ELP 202131 / € 21,45 / 1954970942022 / label: Eclipse Music / format: 2LP / Finland – Fusion 

'Hachi' is the result of a rather spectacular musical journey made in autumn 2018 by vocalist Anni Elif, 
saxophone player Pauli Lyytinen and sound engineer Joonas Saikkonen. The album features eight 
phenomenal drummers Olavi Louhivuori (FI), Andreas Werliin (SE), Terje Isungset (NO), Lisbeth Diers (DK), 
Marc Pell (UK), Julian Sartorius (CH), Yuko Oshima (FR) and Ryosuke Kiyasu (JP) in as many countries. 
The music was created on the spot together with each drummer in various unconventional locations: a 
mausoleum, a water tower, a lake next to a forest and so on.  

 
             
Now  available from Artway Records back catalogue: 
 

- Ana Maria Ribeiro & Isolda Crespi Rubio: The Delirium Of My Desire 
AWR 18001 / € 10,95 / 0193428026551 / format: CD / Portugal – Classical 

- Filipe Quaresma & Antonio Rosado: Sonats For Cello An Piano 
AR 1 / € 10,95 / 0191924225225 / format: CD / Portugal – Classical 

- Nuno Pinto & Elsa Silva: Tempo de Outono 
AWR 16001 / € 10,95 / 0190394508128 / format: CD / Portugal - Classical 
 
 

OUT SOON 
             
Ayuune Sule: Putoo Katare Yire (release April 23

rd
, 2021) 

MRCD 30 / € 8,95 / 7422223148148 / label: Makkum Records / format: CD / Ghana – Popular 
MRLP 30 / € 12,45 / 7422223148100 / label: Makkum Records / format: LP / Ghana – Popular 

This is the sound of optimism and hope. “Putoo Katare Yire” or “Wickedness has no home”, is the title of 
Ayuune Sule's brand new album translated from Frafra, the language from Ghana's Upper East Region and 
Ayuune Sule's first language. Ayuune Sule is a master of the Kologo, the double stringed lute played by 
troubadours for spiritual and educational messages. Ayuune Sule brings the soul into Kologo Power. He is 
the main kologo star in Kumasi, the second city of Ghana and capital of the Ashanti region. Together with 
King Ayisoba, Guy One, Atongo Zimba and Sambo, he represents the generation that broke Kologo music 
outside of the North East Region of Ghana. His previous release 'We Have One Destiny' (MRCD 23/MRLP 
23) has introduced him to western scenes and audiences. Listen. 

             
Merope: Salos (release April 23

rd
, 2021) 

GRANCD 21 / € 7,95 / 0793618108281 / label: Granvat / format: CD / Lithuania-Belgium – Folk 

Comforting compositions inspired by Lithuanian folk songs. Calming and dreamy at the same time. A lovely 
taking it easy listen. 'Salos' is the new album by Merope, a band largely centred around the singing and 
kankles playing Lithuanian Indre Jurgeleviciute. The collective is a prime example of Lithuanian folk 
influences finding a firm place in the worldwide ocean of experimental music. On this album they 
collaborated with the Vilnius chamber coir Jauna Muzika and conductor Vaclovas Augustina who also 
contributed some compositional work. By exporing Lithuanian folk songs, using ancient heritage and building 
new compositions around them they transform timeless folk songs into deep personal explorations.  

             
Wasis Diop: De La Glace Dans La Gazelle (release April 30

th
, 2021) 

MDC 28 / € 10,95 / 3770002263365 / label: Music Development Company / format: CD / Senegal – Popular 

The Senegalese singer-songwriter Wasis Diop is a rare and meticulous artist. He has chosen French for the 
elegant poetry of his new album ‘De la Glace Dans La Gazelle’. Here, each syllable is chosen for both its 
meaning and its musicality. And each word is magnified by his deep, sensual and haunting voice; and by his 
hypnotic guitar. With a poetic modesty, he evokes our current problems and difficulties: refugees (Voyage à 
Paris), the pandemic (Ame Ly Pandémie), the plagues that are falling on Africa; climate change (De la glace 
dans la gazelle) the economic problems that push men to lose their natural reference points (Parler) and 
some women to resort to a troubled game of money to feed their loved ones (Anna Mou), while the powerful 
lock themselves up in excess (Le Cimetière des Gratte Ciels). Listen to a track. 

             
Khaira Arby: Live In New York 2010 (release CD April 30

th
, 2021, LP June 4

th
, 2021) 

CLECD 33 / € 9,95 / 0711574917822 / label: Clermont Music / format: CD / Mali – Popular 
CLELP 33 / € 17,45 / 0711574917815 / label: Clermont Music / format: LP / Mali – Popular 

As the lights dim and Malian diva Khaira Arby steps into the spotlight, the audience jumps up with shouts and 
cheers. People loved the late Khaira Arby for the fire and passion of her voice. Pushing boundaries, Khaira 
triumphs as this recently restored concert recording testifies. This album was recorded at Khaira's first 
performance in North America. Her excitement and pride can be heard in the strength of her delivery. In 
complete control, she received standing ovations throughout the evening. Accompanied by backup singers 
and her hot rock band she showed people how cultures are blended while still preserving her Malian roots. 
Recorded live August 2010 at Fisher Center at Bard, SummerScape, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. 
Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/BIK5f7ZqN7o
https://youtu.be/-wKOFkrDGmI
https://youtu.be/2SczbPzENDU
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Comorian: We Are An Island, But We’re Not Alone (release May 7

 th
, 2021) 

GBCD 109 / € 10,45 / 4030433610923 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Comoren – Traditional 

Sun-baked instrumental meditations played on local string and percussion instruments. Yearning vocals and 
songs that evoke the mystifying realities of everyday life. Recorded live and outdoors on Grande Comore 
island by acclaimed producer, Ian Brennan (Tinariwen, Ustad Saami, Zomba Prison Project). The Comoro 
islands are known locally as the “islands of the moon.” “We are an island, but we’re not alone” is the first 
album of original songs ever to be released from the region. This Volume #8 of Glitterbeat's Hidden Musics 
series.  

             
Amparanoia: Himnopsis Colectiva (release May 14

 th
, 2021) 

LMR 2021001 / € 10,95 / 8435633999537 / label: Mamita Records / format: CD / Spain – Mestizo 

‘Himnopsis Colectiva’, is the title of the new album of Amparanoia, definitely one of Spain’s leading world 
music bands. Amparanoia stands since 2007 for an authentic southern mestizo sound with the caractheristic 
and unrivaled voice and appearence of Amparo Sánchez. There is of course the representative warm voice 
of Amparo Sánchez, that goes so well together with her typical musical style that deals of course with old 
style cumbia, some carribean reggae tunes, rumba or boogaloo, but even so with a more electronic 
approach, desert rock, Balkan-influenced songs or pure pop music. Listen to a track. 

             
Balkan Taksim: Disko Telegraf (release May 28

th
, 2021) 

BUDA 860364 / € 11,05 / 3341348603643 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / Romania – Fusion 
BUDA 260321 / € 14,95 / 3341342603212 / label: Buda Musique / format: 2LP / Romania – Fusion 

Balkan Taksim is the corduroy-clad brainchild of Bucharest-based multi-instrumentalist artist Sasa-Liviu 
Stoianovici who, along with his electronica producer companion Alin Zabrauteanu, is on a quest to inform, 
educate and entertain audiences around the globe about Balkan psych, roots and grooves. Balkan Taksim 
are a band known for raising a groovy-balkan storm with their intoxicating blend of sharp contemporary 
electronic music with Balkan psychsounds & vocals! No banging overrated techno spiced up with darbuka 
samples here… no standard IDM music with Balkan cliches: Balkan Taksim’s music is sincere and deep. 
Their stylish electronic psychedelia and bass flow directly from their roots in Romania and the Balkans 
upstream to global dancefloors. A project that's constantly evolving, exploring rhythms and sounds from 
every corner of the Balkans gently fused with electronic beats and tribal basslines. Listen. 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Omar Sosa: An East African Journey            MDC 23 
2. Sam Mangwana: Lubamba             MDC 27 
3. Emahoy Tsegue & Maryam Guebrou: Ethiopiques 21 – Ethiopia Song             BUDA 860122 
4. Lila Downs: La Cantina                PM 50452 / PMLP 50541 
5. San Salvador: La Grande Folie            MDC 26 

 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                            April 2021 
Omar Sosa: An East African Journey                  MDC 23 
San Salvador: La Grande Folie                  MDC 26 
Various: Zanzibar 10 – First Modern        BUDA 860354 
L’Alba: A Principiu          BUDA 860367 
Tania Saleh: 10 A.D.               FXCD 476 
Sam Mangwana:                   Lubamba MDC 27 
Tao Ravao & Vincent Bucher: Piment Beu       BUDA 860363 
Dalinda: Atjarok                   FA 4612 
World Music Charts Europe                            April 2021 
Marjo Smolander: Cosmologies    MKM 1 
Omar Sosa: An East African Journey                 MDC 23 
Folk                                         #1 2021 
Refa (Refugees for Refugees)         MP 7 & MP 11 
Las Lloronas: Soaked                    MZP 13 
Phonix: Hvad Intet Ore Horte End               GO 1019 
Inver: heading Out                 GO 1319 
Masters Of Frame Drums: Elements                 2GN 10 
Jazzism                                         #1 2021 
Hot Club of Baltimore: La Vie En Rose             SUCD 6148132 
Trouw                                  2 April 2021 
Mabel Flores: Meraki     KM 121 
Amparo Sanchez: B.S.O. La Nina Y El Lobo Vol. 1           VLR 2015 
Samba Toure: Binga              GBCD 110 

ESpanje                                  #1 January-March 2021 
Yilian Canizares: Erzulie          Y 3 
Maria Rodes: Lilith           SATKCD 278 
Yulieski Gonzalez: Cubanero             YGCV 2020 
Heaven                                                   #2 2021 
Dynah: Dynah                FNL 2014 
AP Big Band: Plays Radiohead       YOUKALI 190 
Marco Mezquida: Talisman             VRMM 902 
BraAgas: Bestiale – Best Of                 2664537 
Tara Fuki: Motyle                  2664547 
Budoar Stare Damy: Kostricky              2664544 / 2664545 
Arlo Bigazzi & Chiara Cappelli: Majakovskij!          MASOCD 90174 
Fratelli Mancuso: Manzama            SQLCD 141 
Maria Mazzotta: Amoreamaro                ALCD 15 / ALLP 1 
Mukdad-Rothenberg –Lankow         CLECD 34 / CLELP 34 
San Salvador: La Grande Folie                 MDC 26 
Maskineri: Hopsa 101                  GO 820 
Jere Valkonen: Jere Valkonen             ECD 2020123 / ELP 202019 
Yuliesky Gonzalez: Cubanero           YGCV 2020 
Sam Mangwana: Lubamba                  MDC 27 
Raffaele Casarano & Claudio Farinone: Todomercedes    VM 3029 
Krajina Ro: Hotel Blazen                 2664556 
Various: Kosecke Pisne                 2664508 
Umberto Vitiello: L’Ultimo Sogno Blu               RMR 247

  
 
 
 
 

Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/OqUsK4iJvqI
https://youtu.be/MlGMrqLERhk
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

